
IR Themometer Quick User Guide

DESCRIPTION

             TIPS 

A. Description:
Any object above zero (-273 ℃) will emit infrared rays.
Point thermometer at forehead, thermometer receives infrared ray sensors to obtain the temperature data.

B. Visual Description

Body emit IR Rays IR rays Sensor collect  IR Rays        Transfer electric singal show Data

electric signal

Important Noted: As you see Visual Description, Temperature accuracy could be determined based on where it is pointing. 
However, Between Body and Infrared Sensors, point within a short distance for ambient temperature data accuracy. So well 
Advised to use in a controlled temperature environment. Ex: inside a car, building, house, apt, etc

1.Application Ambient Temperature:
Re:16℃-35℃(Ie.60.8℉- 95 ℉)and relative humidity:<=85% can not be used for Ambient Temperature over 50℃(122℉) or Lower 0℃
(32℉)

2.Application Scenes:
Re: Schools, Building, Shopping Mall, Stores

3.Measuring Distance and time:
Re:Distance:1-5CM, Time:Press Trigger button for 1s=> Loose and stay for 1-2s=>Show temperature data

4.Measuring Mode: Body Temperature Mode and Objetc Mode
Re: B. Body Temperature Mode(Default): Detect Temperature Range:32-42.9℃ ( 89.6-107.6℉)

A. Object Mode: Detect Temperature Range:0-60℃(3 2-140℉)

Note: Please kindly press “           ” Light button for 8s to switch

  OBJECT TEMP MODE

Object Temperature Mode is used to detect the objects temperature. Ex: baby bottles, water temperature etc 
Detects objects temperature from 0-60℃(3 2-140℉)



BODY TEMP MODE

01: Body Temperature Mode is only detect body temperature range:32-42.9℃ (89.6-107.6℉), if Body Temperature is Higher 42.9℃ 
      (107.6℉),it will show “hi” and If body temperature is lower 32℃(89.6℉),   it will show “LO”

Show Body Mode or Object Mode

Press Light Button for 8s to 
switch the mode

02:Please kindly note that different body parts and different ages maybe have different temperature, Please kindly note the temperature
     Range for different Body Parts belows:

03: IR Thermometers mainly used to take human temperature by pointing to forehead. Forehead temperature example below:

STEP-01: Power on IR Thermometer. When using for the 1st time, select Ambient Temperature for 10-20minutes. IR Thermometer 
sensor setting should be set to adjustable to the relative application environment.

 STEP-02: After 10minutes-20minutes,test IR themometer to detect the forehead temperature. Point IR Themometer 1-5CM away from in 
the middle of forehead and 

Press Measure Switch for 1s=> Loose=>Wait for 1-2S=>Audio Beep=> Show Temperature Data

1. Point IR Thermometer in the middle of Forehead

2. Point IR Thermometer Vertical to Forehead

3.Press measure switch and wait for 1-2s=>beep 
audio=> show temperature data

Accurate Setup Process

Point the IR Thermometer towards an object for 
10-20 minutes. Test 5-10 times for temperature 
reading. IR thermometer is set once the 
temperature difference ranges around -/+0.2℃, 



TESTING EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE -01: Forehead must be clear of hair. For best results clean forehead. Detect wrist temperature if forehead is 
not available for a clear reading.

EXAMPLE-02: Clean forehead from sweat or detect wrist temperature.

EXAMPLE-03: Wait 3-5 min from taking temperature reading if you have been in multiple temperature environments. 
If you were outside in the sun and then go inside an air conditioned space, wait 3-5 mim.

Cold Temperature => Come into Door=> Wait for 3-5minute to test forehead or wrist=> Air Conditioning office

Hot Temperature => Come into Door=> Wait for 3-5minute to test forehead or wrist=> Air Conditioning office



TESTING EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE-04: It is recommended take temperature on wrist when using IR device for people in a vehicle 

Forehead Temperature testing=>Not advised 

Wrist testing=> Advised

Note: Try using on wrist that has been covered by 

sleeves or that have not been directly in the sun.

Additional Notes

• All the IR thermometers are designed for relative stable ambient temperature,like Office, room, shopping mall etc

• If ambient temperature readings are not consistent or "common sense" not reading correctly , refer to step one: Accurate Setup 
Process.

• Read user manual in full to learn more about IR Thermometer readings and user operation process.

• IR thermometers are designed to work inside, but can be used outside as long as:

                  i.      Temp outside are 65-95

                  ii.      NO direct sunlight

                  iii.      Not in rain or 85-100% humidity

• Troubleshooting tips

•              i.      Make sure that they are .33 to 2.25 Inches from forehead. The closer the better

•              ii.      Make sure that there is no hair  and no sweat

•              iii.      If customer was outside in very cold temps, they need to be inside for 2-5 minutes

•             iv.      If customer just got done in very hot temps or exercising, they need to cool down for 2-5 minutes




